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PROBLEM IN

DOGS
 



Instructor

GRANT



Workshop
Rules

Workshop is being streamed directly into your group so if you
have to run you can come watch later. 
The #replay will be available in the The Smart Dog facebook
members group 
Please use the comments section to ask questions - we can
answer live
This workshop is for humans with or about to get a puppy or
dog



THE 10 

BARKING
CHEWING
DIGGING
SEPERATION ANXIETY
INAPPROPRIATE ELIMINATION
BEGGING
CHASING
JUMPING
BITING
AGGRESSION



MUST I TRAIN MY DOG ?

QUESTION 1



Warning or alert
Playfulness and excitement
Attention-seeking
Anxiety
Boredom
Responding to other dogs

BARKING



BARKING

Learn to control excessive barking. 
Consider teaching the bark/quiet commands. 
Be consistent and patient. 
Address any underlying causes of barking. 
Dedication and attention to detail can go a long way to
stop a dog from barking.

https://www.thesprucepets.com/train-your-dog-to-speak-1117307
https://www.thesprucepets.com/stop-your-dog-from-barking-3877988


Puppy teething
Boredom or excess energy
Anxiety
Curiosity (especially puppies)

CHEWING



Encourage your dog to chew on the right things by
providing plenty of appropriate chew toys. 
Keep personal items away from your dog. 
When you are not home, keep your dog crated or
confined to an area where less destruction can be
caused.
If you catch your dog chewing the wrong thing,
quickly discreact your dog with a sharp noise. Then,
replace the item with a chew toy. 

CHEWING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/choosing-the-best-dog-chews-1118607


Boredom or excess energy
Anxiety or fear
Hunting instinct
Comfort-seeking (such as nesting or
cooling off)
Desire to hide possessions (like bones or
toys)
To escape or gain access to an area

DIGGING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/why-dogs-bury-bones-4580377


Try and determine the cause of the digging, then work
to eliminate that source. 
Give your dog more exercise, spend more quality time
together, and work on extra training. 
If digging seems inevitable, set aside an area where
your dog can freely dig, like a sandbox. 
Train your dog that it is acceptable to dig in this area
only.

DIGGING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/start-dog-obedience-training-program-1118245


The dog becomes anxious when the
owner prepares to leave.
Misbehavior occurs in the first 15 to
45 minutes after the owner leaves.
The dog wants to follow the owner
around constantly.
The dog tries to be touching the
owner whenever possible.

ANXIETY



True separation anxiety requires
dedicated training, behavior modification,
and desensitization exercises. 
Medication may be recommended in
extreme cases.

ANXIETY

https://www.thesprucepets.com/dog-behavior-management-versus-dog-training-1118236


 

INAPPROPRIATE ELIMINATION

Submissive/excitement urination
Territorial marking
Anxiety
Lack of proper housebreaking

https://www.thesprucepets.com/fixing-submissive-excitement-urination-1118271
https://www.thesprucepets.com/house-train-your-puppy-1118268


Inappropriate elimination is unavoidable in puppies,
especially before 12 weeks of age.
 Older dogs are another story. 
Many dogs require serious behavior modification to rid
them of the habit once it becomes ingrained.

INAPPROPRIATE ELIMINATION



Begging is a bad habit,
This can lead to digestive problems and obesity. Dogs beg because they love food.
However, table scraps are not treats, and food is not love. 
Before you sit down to eat, tell your dog to go to its place, preferably where it will
not be able to stare at you. 
If necessary, confine your dog to another room. 
If it behaves, give it a special treat only after you and your family are completely
finished eating.

 
 
 

BEGGING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/got-to-their-place-training-1117288


A dog's desire to chase moving things is simply a display of predatory
instinct. 
Many dogs will chase other animals, people, and cars. 
All of these can lead to dangerous and devastating outcomes. 
While you may not be able to stop your dog from trying to chase, you
can take steps to prevent disaster.

CHASING



Keep your dog confined or on a leash at all times
(unless directly supervised indoors).
Train your dog to come when called.
Have a dog whistle or noisemaker on hand to get
your dog's attention.
Stay aware and watch for potential triggers, like
joggers.
 Keep the chase from getting out of control. 
Dedicated training over the course of your dog's life 

 

CHASING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/four-dog-leash-varieties-1118610
https://www.thesprucepets.com/train-your-dog-to-come-1117302


Jumping up is a normal but unacceptable behavior in
dogs. Puppies jump up to reach and greet their mothers. 
They may jump up when greeting people. 
Dogs may also jump up when excited or seeking an item
in the person's hands. 
A jumping dog can be annoying and even dangerous.

 
 

JUMPING UP



JUMPING

If your puppy does jump up simply stand up and
remove your attention from them. 
Try not to say anything as this interaction can cause
them to continue jumping. 
You may need to move away from your puppy, beyond
a baby gate or barrier for a short period before going
back to your puppy and trying again.



Fear
Defensiveness
Protection of property
Pain or sickness
Predatory instinct

Beyond puppy behavior, dogs may bite for several reasons.
The motivation to bite or snap is not necessarily about
aggression. A dog may snap, nip, or bite for a variety of
reasons.

 
 
 
 

BITING

https://www.thesprucepets.com/if-your-dog-bites-someone-1118285


AGGRESSION



AGGRESSION



AGGRESSION



AGGRESSION



THANKS FOR WATCHING !

TE 

TAKE THE BITE OUT OF
AGGRESSION





My Gift For You!


